Risk assessment for possible effects of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and related substances on components and functions of the immune system.
Numerous reports have been published on the effects of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) on components and functions of the immune system of animal species, almost exclusively of rodents. Many of the data, obtained with very different dosing schedules, are conflicting or have not been confirmed. Since the overwhelming majority of evaluations were performed with rodents, it is not possible to perform a reliable quantitative or even qualitative risk assessment for TCDD in man based on immunological data obtained from these experiments and to extrapolate them to the situation in humans. In addition to the fact that the doses needed to induce measurable effects in the different species studied varies from 1- to 10,000-fold, there are intrinsic and general difficulties for extrapolations to human beings in the field of immunotoxicology due to the influence of different individual risk factors, e.g. smoking and drinking as well as the lack of experience and validation in this new field of toxicology. Some immunological variables were studied in populations highly exposed to dioxins. In comparison to the results obtained from nonhuman primates, no convincing evidence for substance-related effects was revealed, however, information on only a few immunological components and functions in exposed adults could be assessed so far. Except for one group of studied persons all other subjects were generally exposed to cocktails of several chemicals, vastly complicating the interpretation with respect to one isolated component of these mixtures. Results from studies on exposed children are not available yet.